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Generative model:

We compared two different variants of Deep GPs with GPs and Bayesian neural
networks on several regression tasks. Deep GPs using our proposed inference
technique outperforms other models/methods.

1. Sparsify the model using the FITC approximation:
Generative model:

where:

2. Approximate inference using stochastic Expectation Propagation:
EP

Advantages:
+ Deep GPs are deep and nonparametric and can,
+ discover useful input warping or dimensionality compression
and expansion
→ automatic, nonparametric Bayesian kernel design
+ give a non-Gaussian functional mapping
+ repair the damage done by using sparse approximations,
+ retain uncertainty over latent mappings and representations.
Open theoretical questions:
+ architecture: number of layers, hidden dimensions, covariance functions,
+ learnability/identifiability/prior knowledge,
+ efficient inference and learning.

Stochastic EP
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3. Approx. moment-matching using Probabilistic Backpropagation:
Shortcut for the moment maching step:

Improvement of MLL relative to BNN-VI
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Deep GPs are:
+ multi-layer generalisation of Gaussian processes
+ equivalent to deep neural networks with infinitely
wide hidden layers
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where:
Our work proposes an approximate inference scheme for Deep GPs, that
+ extends probabilistic backpropagation for Bayesian neural networks
+ combines inducing point based sparse GP approximation with the memory
efficient Stochastic Expectation Propagation
+ is fast and easy to implement
+ obtains state of the art regression results.

We compute and its gradients using the probabilistic
backpropagation algorithm, which propagates a
moment-matched Gaussian through the network,
then computes the gradients using chain rule in the
backward step.
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4. Hyperparameter optimisation using stochastic gradients:
+ Optimise the EP energy, but do not wait for EP inner loop to converge
+ Use the median trick and ADF for initialisation
+ Use Theano to compute the gradients of
+ Use minibatch-based stochastic optimisation, we use Adam

Current work includes:
+ parallel implementation
+ large scale experiment on big datasets
+ comparison to variational free-energy schemes
+ extending to classification and latent variable models
+ investigate various network architectures.

For more, see http://arxiv.org/abs/1511.03405

